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I. M OTIVATION
In the Android system, apps are managed by centralized
markets, such as Google Play. To eliminate malicious apps,
the markets actively check apps using scanners, which perform
program analysis to detect malicious logic in apps. Many
solutions have been developed to further enhance the accuracy
of detection [4], [6], [10].
Meanwhile, malicious apps often deceive users via faked
UIs. For example, phishing apps [5] mimic UIs of their
target apps, such as banking apps, to lure private information
from users. As another example, UI-hijacking apps [3] detect
internal states of target apps, and replace the fore-ground UI,
such as the payment interface of Google Pay, with their faked
ones to intercept user inputs. Therefore, UI similarity is an
important metric in detecting this type of malicious apps,
which is missed by most of the scanners used in app markets.
Several techniques have been developed to detect malicious Android apps based on their resources. For example,
ViewDroid [9] detects similarity in Android apps based on
the relationship among apps’ activities. DroidEagle [8] and
ResDroid [7] detect similar UIs in Android apps based on the
syntax features of layout files. Though such solutions offer
basic techniques in detecting similar UIs, they can be evaded
when attackers make simple changes to the content of the
resources, without significantly changing the UI’s appearance.
To reliably detect similar UIs among Android apps, an
effective solution needs to detect UI similarity based on the
actual presence of the UI. Specifically, it needs to identify UI
features that represent their visual effects. In addition, it needs
to efficiently quantify UI similarity based on such features.
II. S OLUTION
In this work, we present an efficient solution to detect
Android apps with mimicking UIs. The core component of
our approach is the technique to measure the similarity of the
UIs. It extracts visual features of an Android apps’ UIs, and
scores UI similarity using such features.
Android represents UIs using XML-based layout files in
apps’ APK packages. Our approach first extracts the layout
files to compare using apktool, which unpacks APK files
and extracts the layout files to compare from the res directory.

Taking two Android layout files as inputs, our approach
evaluates UIs’ similarity in two modules: Visual Feature
Extraction and Similarity Detection.

•

•

Visual Feature Extraction. This module first converts
the layout files into tree structures based on the XML
structure of the layout files. It traverses the UI layout
trees, propagates the visual features through all the leaf
nodes in the layout trees, and extracts the visual features
that represent the layout’s visual appearance. The features
are represented as a set of UI components.
In our feature set, each UI component has a list of
properties. We currently include three main properties:
type, position, size. The type property describes the
UI component’s type as defined by Android, such as
TextView, EditText, etc. The position property describes
the absolute position of the component on a standard
screen. The size property describes the size of the UI
component. The outputs of this module are two UI feature
sets, F1 and F2 .
UI Similarity Detection. This module evaluates the UI
similarity rate of two applications. It takes as inputs two
UI feature sets and outputs the similarity score of the two
applications’ UIs.
The inputs F1 and F2 are two sets of UI component
feature set. Intuitively, we need to make pair-wise components similarity comparison between two UI feature sets
and select the component pairs that is the best match.
We first measure the similarity of two UI components
based on its properties. Given the type, position, and size,
we quantify the similarity score of the two components
based on their normalized similarity.
With the pair-wise similarity scores of components in
F1 and F2 , we need to determine the best match of the
components in F1 and F2 , so that the sum of the similarity
scores under the component match is maximized. Finding
such an optimized map can be solved as an assignment
optimization problem [1]. We adopt the Munkres algorithm (K-M algorithm) [2] to solve this problem.
Our approach computes the UIs’ similarity rate by aggregating the selected components’ similarity score under the
optimized mapping.
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Fig. 1: The core technique of our approach.

Fig. 3: Examples of mimic UIs
Fig. 2: Synthesized UIs for correctness evaluation. From the
left, U I1, U I2, U I3, U I4.

position of the cloud and button are a little bit different too.
Our approach analyzes their layouts by visual appearance and
outputs a high similarity score.
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TABLE I: Similarity Score of Examples
Similarity

U I1-U I2
0.884

U I1-U I3
0.665

U I1-U I4
0.374

III. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
We have implemented a prototype of our approach using
Python and Shell script.
Correctness. To validate its correctness, we use our tool to
detect the similarity of UIs we synthesized. Figure 2 shows
four different UIs, namely, U I1, U I2, U I3, U I4. U I1 is the
target UI to be compared to. U I2 is slightly different to U I1;
U I3 has more changes in the size and position of controls;
U I4 is significantly different from U I1. The corresponding
similarity checking results in Table I demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Case Study. We select one pair of repackaged
apps as a case study: The original app (MD5:
61b9eb788fb2071db6cf4bac2a8d1e87)
is
obtained
from Google Play, and a repackaged app (MD5:
6024a7bdbcffd5cc9d6ca33624565408) has some mimic
UIs as the original one. We tested this pair of apps using our
tool and found that they have 6 pairs of mimic UIs whose
similarity scores are 0.949, 0.989, 0.949, 0.996, 0.999, 0.805,
respectively.
Figure 3 gives the screenshots of one UI pair that layout files
are named /res/layout/game start.xml. The similarity testing
result is 0.989. The original UI is shown in the left part of
Figure 3, together with the mimicking UI on the right. They
look very similar but the layout files are different. The mimic
one doesn’t have the share button on the right top and the
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